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Top Women Linkedin Influencers
And Women Leaders You Should
Follow Who Are Making Their Mark In
Business And Their Name In History.

Author : Hazel Herrington
These top women business influencers are showing what it takes to shatter the glass
ceiling in business, whether through innovation or forward-thinking strategy. Take a look
at these top women business influencers who are making waves and seeing incredible
success as a result.

DR. INGRID VASILIU-FELTES
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ingridvasiliu-feltes-mdmba

VERONICA SAFOA OWUSU
https://www.linkedin.com/in/veronicaowusu-byczkowska
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PEGAH GOL

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
pegah-gol

MIREILLE TOULEKIMA
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
mireille-toulekima

SHELLY BRUNSWICK
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
shellibrunswick

H.E DENISA GOKOVI
https://www.linkedin.com/in/h-edenisa-gokovi-321bb9196

DR. REMI DUYILE
https://www.linkedin.com/in/remiduyile-12389818

NOLEEN MARIAPPEN
https://www.linkedin.com/in/noleenm

DR. RUBY BAKSHI KHURDI
https://www.linkedin.com/in/rubybakshi-khurdi09

LUMBIE MLAMBO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/lumbiemlambo-7ab65019
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MEET DYNAMIC
GLOBAL LEADER AND
CHANGE-MAKER INGRID.
D

Dr. Ingrid Vasiliu-Feltes is a healthcare
executive, futurist and globalist who is highly
dedicated to digital and ethics advocacy.
She is a passionate educator and entrepreneurship
ecosystem builder, known as an expert speaker,
board advisor, and consultant. Throughout her
career, she has received several awards for
excellence in research, teaching, or leadership.
This past year she has been named one of the
Top Top 25 Leaders in Digital Twins, Top 50 Health
Tech Global Thought Leaders, 100 Global Women
Leaders, 100 Global Healthcare Leaders, Top 100
Global Finance Leaders, and Top 100 Women
in Crypto. Additionally, she received the 2021
Excellence in Education Award, World Women Vision
Award for Technology and innovation, serves as an
Expert Advisor to the EU Blockchain Observatory
Forum and was appointed to the Board of UN
Legal and Economic Empowerment Network.
Most recently she also received the WBAF World
Excellence Award for The Best Businesswoman Role
Model Demonstrating Social Entrepreneurship. She
is an active supporter of the UN SDGs illustrated
to several global collaborations and through her
contribution as Global Chairwoman for GCPIT and
the Global SDG Summit.

During her academic tenure, she taught several
courses while on faculty at the Miller School of
Medicine, as well as for the combined MD/PhD
and MD/MPH programs. Throughout her career,

Dr. Vasiliu-Feltes held several leadership
positions and is a member of numerous
prestigious professional organizations. She
holds several certifications, such as Bioethics
from Harvard, Artificial Intelligence and
Business Strategy from MIT Sloan, Blockchain
Technology and Business Innovation from MIT
Sloan, Finance from Harvard Business School,

Name: Dr. Ingrid Vasiliu-Feltes
Country: USA
Title: MD MBA
Website address: https://www.ingridvasiliufeltesmdmba.me/
Social Media links:
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ingrid-vasiliu-feltes-mdmba/
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Negotiation from Harvard Law School, Innovation
and Entrepreneurship from Stanford Graduate
School of Business, Certified Professional in
Healthcare Risk Management, Fellow of the
American College of Healthcare Executives, Patient
Safety Officer by the International Board Federation
of Safety Managers, Master Black Belt in Lean and
Six Sigma Management, Professional in Healthcare
Quality by the National Association of Healthcare
Quality, Manager for Quality and Organizational
Excellence, by the American Society for Quality,
and Certified Risk Management Professional by the
American Society for Healthcare Risk Management.

Negotiation from Harvard Law School, Innovation
and Entrepreneurship from Stanford Graduate
School of Business, Certified Professional in
Healthcare Risk Management, Fellow of the
American College of Healthcare Executives, Patient
Safety Officer by the International Board Federation
of Safety Managers, Master Black Belt in Lean and
Six Sigma Management, Professional in Healthcare
Quality by the National Association of Healthcare
Quality, Manager for Quality and Organizational
Excellence, by the American Society for Quality,
and Certified Risk Management Professional by the
American Society for Healthcare Risk Management.

D

Dr. Vasiliu-Feltes is the Founder and
CEO of The Science, Entrepreneurship,
and Investments Institute, as well as
Co-Founder, Chairwoman, and VP
of Innovation for Pharma Trade Network and
currently serving as a Country Director for WBAF
USA. She is also Sr. Senator of WBAF, Faculty
Member of the WBAF Business School- Division of
Entrepreneurship, and teaching the Executive MBA
Business Technology Course at the UM Business
School.

HH: Which Female Leader Inspires You?
My favorite woman leader is Marie Curie as she
inspired many generations of scientists with her
brilliant mind, courage, and resilience. I hope some
of my career accomplishments can be an inspiration
to other women and here are just a few:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

She is also acting as the Chief Innovation Officer
for GBA Global, President of Detect Genomix, and
as Chief Quality and Safety Officer at MEDNAX.
Additionally, she provides leadership to the
MEDNAX Center for Research, Education, Quality,
and Safety.
Additionally, Dr. Vasiliu-Feltes is a Digital Ethics
Consultant, a Board Advisor, Board Member or
Expert Advisor for several international companies,
an Editorial Board Member for several international
publications, and an Ambassador for several
international not-for-profit organizations.
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WBAF World Excellence Award-Social Entrepreneurship 2021.
Top 20 Global Leaders in Digital Twins Technologies.
Top 50 Global Leaders in Health Tech.
Top 100 Visionary In Education Award 2021.
Top 100 Global Women in Leadership Award 2021.
Top 100 World Women Vision Award 2021-Innovation & Tech.
Top 100 Women in Social Enterprise 2021 ( nominee).
Nations of Women Change Makers Award ( finalist).
Top 100 Healthcare Leader 2020 Award.
Top 100 Finance Leader 2020 Award.
Top 100 Women in Crypto 2020.
Excellence In Education Award 2020.
Women Leader Award 2016.
Teaching Award 2010.
Excellence in Research Award 2001.

HH: As A Female Leader, What
Has Been The Most Significant
Barrier In Your Career?
The journey was arduous at times and required
resilience, risk-taking, and numerous sacrifices. As a
female leader, one of the most significant barriers I
experienced in my career has been my propensity to
address and expertise to solve big world challenges by
designing or deploying large-scale solutions.

HH: What Is The Most Complex
Problem You Have Had To Solve?

O

One of the most complex problems I had to
solve early in my career was to assist the Red
Cross to distribute aids in a country ravaged
by years of communism while working and
studying full time as a medical student. However,
it was also a valuable life lesson that prepared me
for my career and inspired me to lead my not-forprofit organization many years later which focused
on facilitating a healthy lifestyle for children living in
poverty and suffering from chronic medical problems.
We are currently experiencing a state of global
economic and public health crisis that many of
us could have never imagined. Like history has
proven, these types of events have always triggered
a renaissance in the arts, humanities, or medicine.
This pandemic has already profoundly affected many
lives globally and will certainly have a long-lasting
impact on our society. The future of education, work,
travel and the way we conduct business has already
changed; they will likely never be the same. Let’s hope
that as a society we will learn from the vulnerabilities
and weaknesses exposed and correct the mistakes
made during this pandemic. This will facilitate us
being better prepared to prevent the next one and
potentially also redefine our approach to disease,
health, and wellness.
It is my opinion that we have a moral duty to do our
best in promoting innovation and transformation to
facilitate a better future for the next generations. We
are currently experiencing the 4th industrial revolution
and likely entering the 5th. Blending boundaries
between physical, digital, and biological worlds will
likely continue and leaders that wish to be prepared
for this new era will be required to display a complex
armamentarium of novel skills, such as technology
literacy, design thinking, and mastery of applied ethics.
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As a society, we have a unique opportunity to redefine, redesign and reconfigure the way we live, work, entertain
and educate our children. By using a combined approach of design thinking in conjunction with exponential
thinking and an abundance mindset we can markedly amplify our success in building future-ready smart cities for
smart citizens.
Due to the dramatic worldwide economic and workforce changes, we have been experiencing as a consequence
of this pandemic the predicted timeline for digital transformation and hyper-automation has markedly
accelerated and it has now become imperative for companies to start or accelerate their business transformation
processes. It is now considered critical in order for them to remain viable and/or to retain their competitive
advantage in a highly disrupted, digital, and virtualized environment.

HH: Where Do You See
Yourself In 5 Years?
Changing the world
by facilitating the
attainment of United
Nations SDGs via
my participation in
numerous international
organizations that
focus on fostering
entrepreneurship,
economic
empowerment, and
innovation.

HH: Who Do You Look
Up To For Inspiration Or
Mentorship?
In addition to Marie
Curie, I have a few other
role models which
include Angela Merkel
and Marilyn Hewson.
Mentorship is crucial
and I am fortunate to
have access to a global
network of fantastic
mentors through my
involvement with the
World Business Angel
Investment Forum.

HH: If You Were The
President Of Your Country,
What Would You Change
To Help Women Become
Economically Independent
And Wholly Sufficient.
Education, mentorship, and
coaching young women
in financial management,
arbitration, and
negotiation, digital fluency
are essential. However,
nurturing a generation of
young women leaders that
have resilience and a deep
sense of autonomy would
be equally important to me.

HH: Do You Experience
Resistance When
Leading Men?
HH: What Advice
Would You Give To The
Next Generation Of
Female Leaders?
Integrity, originality,
courage, and resilience
are key to success.

I have been extremely
fortunate to be part of
multi-disciplinary, culturally
diverse teams and had the
opportunity to lead many
teams of men and women.
However, I have witnessed
numerous instances where
gender bias was a major
hurdle and deterrent for
many women.
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HH: How Do You
Balance Work And
Life Responsibilities?
My work has always
been my passion and I
aim to achieve Ikigai. Still
working on it diligently.

GEORGE ROSS FORMER ADVISOR TO PRESIDENT
DONALD TRUMP &
HAZEL HERRINGTON

Letter Fro

EDIT
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THE POWER OF WOMEN ENTREPRENEURS
Celebrating the success of women and sharing it with the entire world.

I Am Woman Global (IAWG) is a movement,
a revolution, and empowerment of which
we’re making history. Our mission: To
showcase the diversity of women leaders
and highlight their impact on global
economies, politics, and cultures.

om The

TOR

This issue celebrates trailblazing women
leaders who have overcome barriers and
bias in the workplace and women standing
up to obstacles that women in different
leadership positions encounter, all of which
are bound to lead to positive change in all
companies everywhere. We recognize and
support outstanding women from all over
the world who possess the courage, integrity,
compassion, vision, passion, courage, and
tenacity to transform communities. We also
feature inspiring stories, relevant news,
and information, inspiring women leaders
around the world to be their best selves.
On the cover of “I Am Woman Global”
magazine is a global leader and changemaker, Dr. Ingrid Vasiliu-Feltes MBA
who is passionate about empowering
women leaders in the workplace. She is a
recognized thought leader on the Forbes

Business Council and received
multiple global awards which
include Top 100 Global Women
in Leadership Award 202
and WBAF World Excellence

Award-Social Entrepreneurship
2021. A woman like Dr. Ingrid
who inspires, encourages and
supports is most certainly an
inspiration to all of us.
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

HAZEL HERRINGTON

HAZEL HERRINGTON
BIOGRAPHY
Hazel Herrington is a global brand and CEO consultant, an international
speaker, and a strategy and project management thought leader. She was
awarded the 2021 Top 100 most successful women in the world award and
the 2021 global Exemplary Leadership Award that recognizes the Top 1% of
exemplary and aspiring leaders across the globe. She is also a speaker branding
expert that equips and empowers Professional Speakers and upcoming
Speakers on how to build thriving careers and get more speaking engagements.

S

She is the
founder of
a Publishing
company
Herrington Publications
Worldwide and is the
Publisher and the
Editor-In-Chief of the
following magazines:
I Am Woman Global,
Woman Politico, Lady
Speaker Power, and Lady
Global Power. She is also
a Project Management
Champion who runs
virtual and in-person
global events for women.
These events focus
on Entrepreneurship,
Speaker Branding,
Project Management,
Leadership, and Personal
Development.
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Hazel is also a sought-after Keynote Speaker
and Multiple award winner who has shared the
platform with Presidents, Celebrities, Millionaires,
and Billionaires such as Apple’s co-founder Steve
Wozniak, Quincy Jones, and Africa’s first billionaire
Patrice Motsepe. She has empowered, and coached
more than 100,000 Entrepreneurs and Speakers
and has addressed more than 80,000 people in talks
and seminars in the US, Australia, Africa, and other
countries worldwide.

and Success Psychology have transformed many
leaders to become catalysts for change and bring
about immediate changes and long-term results.
She was invited by the Forbes School of Business
& Technology, to speak at their International
Women’s day with the former President of
Mauritius H.E, Madame President Dr. Ameenah
Gurib-Fakim. One of the highlights of Hazel’s career
includes meeting and conversing with the former
advisor to Donald Trump George Ross and the Cofounder of
Apple Steve Wozniak.

As a Keynote speaker and Speaker Branding Authority,
she addresses more than 20,000 people each year.
She has spoken on global platforms for 11 years
in the fields of business, leadership, marketing,
and branding. She speaks to corporate and public
audiences on the subjects of Personal and Professional
Development. Her exciting talks and seminars on
Project Management, Leadership, Speaker Branding,
Personal Development, Goals, Strategy, Creativity,

Hazel is also the Australian Global Goodwill
Ambassador who has equipped and empowered
more than 60,000 women, youth, and
entrepreneurs globally to become economically
independent and self-sufficient. She also runs
business conferences, workshops to promote
gender equality.

Global Speaking Events

•

She has spoken with inspirational speakers and
global icons such as Tony Robbins and Gary Vee, to
an audience of +8,000 entrepreneurs. She has also
spoken at the following global events.

Hollywood Actor Charlie Sheen at
Mega Success.

•

Hollywood Actor and comedian Jason
Alexander from the iconic sitcom “Seinfeld”.

•

Grammy Award Nominee Jewel Kilcher at
Mega Success.

•

Forbes School of Business & Technology,
International Women’s day with the former
President of Mauritius H.E, Madame President Dr.
Ameenah Gurib-Fakim.

•

The Pearls of Africa Women Leadership Conference
was held by Berkeley SMiddle East Holdings hosted
by the Royal Family Investment advisor Musa Shaik.

•

Hazel’s Awards

Achieving SDG’s through entrepreneurship and
innovation” Women Entrepreneurship Congress
2020 held by Female Innovators Hub with the
former President of Mauritius H.E Madame
President Dr. Ameenah Gurib-Fakim.

•

Winner 2021 Top 1% Global Exemplary leader
by Certify Me.

•

Winner - Top 100 most successful women in
the world award winner by Bahrain Women
empowerment club.

•

Winner - World’s Greatness Award - World
Greatness University.

•

NAC 2018 Australia with Tony Robbins.

•

B Squared 2017 Australia with Gary Vee.

•

Winner - Global Entrepreneurship and
Community Award - Zim Achievers.

•

Money Wealth Business Conference in South Africa
with Africa’s first billionaire Patrice Motsepe.

•

Winner - Pan African Thrive Legend Award Voices of Wateraward - JB Dondolo Inc.

•

Nominee Mumpreneur Multicultural Award AusMumpreneur.

•

Nominee Australia Top 100 Women of
Influence - Qantas / Australian Financial Review.

Hazel Celebrity Interviews
Hazel has also interviewed the following Hollywood Actors.
•

Hollywood Actor and Director Mel Gibson at
Mega Success.
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Author: Karen McDermott

A

As a woman in publishing, I choose to focus on
the power of story and the impact that my work
has on the world. I am passionate about how a
story can connect, heal, inspire, educate, instil
knowledge and hope in a world that craves connection. We
leave a legacy for future generations to learn from us and
ignite conversations that may not have taken place had it not
been for taking the action to write a book on the topic.

THE POWER

OF SHARING YOUR STORY
24

T

Take a moment to think about how
sharing your story can be a catalyst for
change in our world, community and even
within ourselves. Change happens when
we start with ourselves and understand
how powerful we are, how a simple change in
perception and belief. When we show up as equals
alongside anyone regardless of how they respond
to it, we are steadfast in our endeavours and an
inspired leader focused on what really matters and
that is getting on with the job!
Publishing is largely a male dominated industry and
yet through my mission to help stories get told I
will show up regardless and claim my place in the
industry with confidence knowing that my work
makes a difference. I would love to see more women
claim their place in their industry of choice because
when we do we make a difference and set precedent
for those who follow.
I am extremely proud to be a part of the generation
who have made a real impact in equality, and I will
continue to show up to share stories of both women
and men because everyone has a story worth
sharing.

•

When you get the call to share your story listen
because if you don’t it will continue to niggle.

•

Focus first on the essence of your book, choose a title
and then work on your framework (contents page)

•

Get writing! Know that your first draft needs to
flow freely so don’t overthink it, you already have
all the knowledge within you for your first draft.

•

Add the muscle in like research, stats, and any
adding to or detracting from.

•

It’s ready for your editor when you know you can
do nothing more.

I find that many people hold back from sharing their
story because they have inhibitions about putting
themselves ‘out there’. This is tragic because the
world needs our stories to reconnect us all. When
we have the courage to share our stories we are
stepping forward in life to share our perspective
which is unique to us as individuals and that might
change someone else’s experience of life for the
better. It may ignite action within them that they may
not have otherwise taken.

If only we knew what is possible when we incorporate
our stories and infuse them with the knowledge we
have accumulated, the impact is more than we will
ever know!
My studies are in humanities, and this is what fuels
my passion for story as I have witnessed firsthand
what happens when a story directly connects with a
reader. When it ignites something within them their
life will be different from that moment.

Authorship comes with the added bonus of becoming
an Authority in your space. The author in authority
represents the hard work of sticking with a seedling
of an idea and working with it until it becomes a story,
then going through the editing process and finally the
publishing process and then to break through any
inhibitions about putting your thoughts out into the
world. Any person who sticks to the pace deserves
every accolade that comes along with it.

I can only credit my comfort in standing alongside
anyone regardless of status, genre, wealth and even
age to growing up in a household where genre wasn’t
an accolade. . I will also never let someone younger
feel inferior when I work with them. We all have
strengths and weaknesses, and we all deserve the
opportunity to show up, explore, serve and evolve
when we do it with the intention to help others on
their journey.

I am so happy to witness more and more women
standing up and sharing their stories by publishing
a book. For many years the publishing industry
was dominated by make authors whereas now
the knowledge coming from female authors in the
leadership space is refreshing. This in itself will help
shape the future trajectory of the knowledge readers
consume which will inevitably have a more balanced
impact on future generations.

If you are called to write your story, I would like to
share these top 5 points with you that I hope will help
you get started.

The next time you are investing in a book, consider
a female author, the insights and knowledge may
impress you.
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HILDA
JOHANI CMA
SME & Taxation

Starting Up & Understanding Taxes

B

By now, as most people starting a business, have read every motivation book,
have been to various startups sessions talking about mindset and getting into
the mindset of starting a business. That is all good, but there are, however,
some key considerations that a lot of people might overlook in the beginning,
and that is about the money, understanding Legal Structures of a business,
tax matters and relevance and impact for you as a business owner.
A lot of people are uncomfortable around the word taxes, no matter what part of the
world you reside in. The fundamental concepts of understanding basic taxes and the
relevance of what type of a legal structure you would want to have when starting a
business, is no exception to any country as these laws are governed by International
Accounting Standards.

Starting Up in Business - Legal Structures

A

A person can start a business either as a person trading on their own and
providing the services themselves and this type of legal structure is a sole
trader. A person is liable for Personal Tax under this structure.

Another type of structure is the corporate or company set up, where shares
are issued, and the identity of the individual is separate from the organisation. The
principle of limited liability is followed. This means that you cannot be accountable for
the debts of the company, and neither is that income personally yours. The profits
earned from this are taxable as corporate tax, or Corporation Tax.

27

Understanding
Taxes further

Understanding End of
Year Financial Figures

A

The 2 Main taxes I would like to scheme over are
Personal Tax and Company Tax or Corporate tax.
Each type of tax has its own application rules.

A lot of people leave the bulk of
understanding figures to their accountant,
and many business owners tend to play
a passive role in understanding relevance
and implications of figures reported.

Personal Tax

Accounting is not just about money in and money
out, but about the decisions that must be made when
money has gone in and out. A basic understanding
of what good figures should look like as opposed
to a negative set of figures is key to getting future
contracts as other stakeholders are looking at your
organization externally.

P

Personal Tax is the tax that is levied on
personal earnings. These earnings can be
income from employment, or you have a
property you are renting out in your name,
and you get rental income from that. You get
dividends from your company, or you get interest from
other investments. When you are running a business
as a sole trader, the profits you make will also be taxed
under Personal Tax.

How can you counter this gap in knowledge and
understanding?
Attending basic training and understanding finances
through courses like finance, for non- financial
managers, understanding the statement of financial
position that used to be called the balance sheet,
understating the income statement that used to be
called a profit and loss are technical aspects that any
business owner needs to invest time and learning
these concepts.

A basic understanding of this type of income, as
compared to income earned through the sale of goods
and services, is important.
Further Personal Tax is taxed from Gross earnings, but a
tax- free portion of that Gross Income can be deducted
as a tax-free allowance, but this varies from country to
country, and tax-free allowances for that year.

Figures have implications, and these implications
affect future decisions that need to be made about
your business. They affect decisions of who can lend
to you. They also affect decisions affecting business
growth and they affect cash flow decisions that you
must make within your organisation.

Corporate Tax, Company
Tax or Corporation Tax

T

Do not worry If all the above actually sounds like too
much technical jargon. There are various courses
available that can help to upskill your knowledge.
Visit our website www.hildajohani.com for more
information about these courses. Or book a
consultation with me for more clarity.

These terms are synonymous with the tax
that must be paid by a company BUT only
if that company has made a profit.

As an accountant, I constantly find
people worrying about how daily income received
by a company can or cannot affect how much tax
that company should pay. A company is only ever
taxed on the profit it makes, but not on total income
received.

I hope that this short article has not altogether put
you off.
I wish you all the best in your endeavors.

A Basic understanding of these concepts is necessary
for anyone in business or starting a business. You do
not have to know the technicalities of tax rates and
things like that, but that is my job as an accountant
to make sure that I manage your taxes and not avoid
taxes because tax avoidance is a crime.
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Author Hilda Johani CMA
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Global Women's Em
Keynote Speaker, P
By Annie Gibbins
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Make Magic Happen

W

“Women are like teabags. We don’t know our true strength until we are in hot
water.” —Eleanor Roosevelt, First Lady
If you are currently feeling stuck, stressed or overwhelmed in your business or
life situation, you are not alone.
I hear your cry. I feel your pain. I see your efforts and they are not in vain.
When I became pregnant with my first set of twins at 23 years of age, I was in
shock, but excitedly so. When my second set of twins came just two years later,
the shock was laced with elements of fear, overwhelm and a sense of “How
am I going to do this?” and then “How am I going to be the businesswoman I
dream to be?”
Can impossible really mean I am possible? And if so, how?
I was thankful that my inner voice dared to ask, “What if…?”
So as my children grew, so did my curiosity and creativity in finding new ways
to BE more, ACHIEVE more and EARN more on the road less travelled. Amidst
the juggle and organised chaos, I navigated 3 degrees and became a change
management CEO, Director and entrepreneur. My rollercoaster journey has
helped me learn tips, tricks and hacks that equip and empower women globally
through my coaching programs and speaking.

mpowerment Coach,
Podcast Host
#1 Best Selling Author
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M

My 30 years of Health, Education
and Business qualifications and
experience at C-Suite has shown
me, the only limits are those we put
on ourselves. My unique journey
has shown me business and life opportunities are
limitless when purpose, passion and power are
intentionally activated and supported to grow and
thrive.

Over the past 20 years I have had the immense
joy of coaching thousands of women from around
the world to BE more, ACHIEVE more and EARN
more. In the most challenging, diverse and unique
circumstances they demonstrate how powerful
women can be when they learn to love their essence,
own their truth and unleash their potential.
We all have the capacity to achieve success on our
own terms, and there is nothing wrong with asking
for help along the way.

I have navigated the different seasons before you
and know the necessary steps to take control of your
own personal and professional destiny. It can involve
accepting your reality and finding healthy new ways
to shift rather than fighting it. You may need to
question long standing beliefs and let go of those
which no longer serve you well. Learning to clearly
articulate what drives you will give you the kryptonite
to face your fears and leap forward with a newfound
confidence. Once you are firmly in the driver’s seat,
you can focus your energy and attention toward
designing a business and life you love.

You may not control all the events
that to you, but you can decide not to
be reduced by them
—Maya Angelou
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I

Imagine if you ARE more than capable to be
and do what’s burning in your heart.

butt, shout woohoo and dance a jig as they achieve
their dreams.

In fact, who are you not to?

I hope this is you as you become liberated from your
own fears.

Your playing small does not serve you or the world
around you. There is nothing enlightened about
shrinking so that other people won’t feel insecure
around you.

Together we rise
Now go conquer that fear and make your own magic
happen!

So I want you to ask yourself, what words have you
accepted ‘as truth’ when they were just an opinion?
Were those words said in love, support, knowledge
and understanding of who you are and what you are
truly capable of?
Were they voiced by someone who has already
achieved what you desire and knows the actual
requirements of your future journey?
If not, there is a massive opportunity for you to
spend time rewriting the narrative of these words in
your mind.
I invite you to start positioning yourself, so you are
expectant and ready to receive blessings that ARE
within your reach. Don’t allow anyone to put out your
fire.
Sometimes we just need the courage and support to
open a door. Other times, we need to start opening
different doors.
And if you are like me, you might just have to create
your own door and be unapologetic if the dust you
leave behind upsets some people along the way.
I’ve always been attracted to people who dare to
dream big scary audacious goals and kick serious

If you are ready to BE more, ACHIEVE more and EARN more, please visit https://anniegibbins.com
where you can discover coaching programmes, courses, and books designed to 10x your success.
You can also read Annie’s blog, listen to her podcast Memoirs of Successful Women and purchase
Becoming Annie: The Biography of a Curious Woman.
Connect and follow Annie on LinkedIn, Facebook and lnstagram.
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GETTING TO KNOW
LUMBIE MLAMBO, THE WATER LADY
passionate about the environment, specifically
water, as it relates to women and girls in
underserved and impoverished communities.
However, I give credit to my father who was a
humanitarian. Had it not been because of his
philanthropic work in the community, I would
have never been a philanthropist. Also, had my
mother not been a strong influence in my life,
I wouldn’t be as patient and forgiving as I am
today. Because charitable work requires a lot
of patience and a lot of forgiving yourself and
listening objectively to those you work with.

LUMBIE
MLAMBO ............

HH: What Is
Your Favourite Quote?
“When someone shows
you who they are believe
them the first time,”

H.H: Who is Lumbie Mlambo?

-Maya Angelou

M

I’m a mother and wife first because my
family is here to stay and will always
support my endeavors. Everything and
everyone else are a dynamic support
system that can last short term. I was
born in Zimbabwe but moved to the U.S. when I
was young. I call Texas home because I’ve lived here
more than half of my life. I have 2 handsome sons,
daughter-in-law, and a very supportive husband for
32 years. I got my college education in Computer
Science and Mathematics from Texas Woman’s
University (TWU) and Indiana University South Bend
(IUSB). Over the years, I’ve become drawn to the
sufferings of women and girls due to inequalities and
biases. That has led me to become a philanthropist

HH: What Do You
Think Is The Most
Significant Barrier For
Women Entrepreneurs
In Africa In Attaining
Leadership Roles?
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•

Gender Equality: Women are not given equal
space to play as men therefore, they don’t
have access to the resources they need to be
successful entrepreneurs. That includes funding
to attain advanced skills. Even if women are
highly educated, society sees women as not
capable of holding high positions. Until we
close that gender gap, women will continue to
struggle to attain higher positions in leadership.
If you look at women who own businesses, most
of them (especially black-owned businesses)
struggle to receive proper funding for their
businesses. Myself included. There’s a double
standard when it comes to treating everyone
equally. We are scrutinized a lot and are told
to “learn the right way to run a successful
business”. That basically means, you’re not
getting any funding and you’re stuck in the cycle
of “learning the right way” similar to the “cycle of
poverty.” I’m glad that the world is waking up and
choosing to challenge the status quo. We can no
longer sit idle and accept gender inequalities. We
#ChooseToChallenge because the only way to
get people out of poverty is to elevate women so
that new types of opportunities can be realized.
We can’t continue doing the same thing over and
over and watch poverty numbers rise. There are
many solutions to ending world poverty, hunger,
etc. And those solutions may come from women
leaders we have not given a chance to speak
their minds.

in underserved and impoverished communities to
reduce poverty and promote gender equity.
The organization’s vision is to see a world where
clean water is not an obstacle to pursuing a better
and more equitable life.
To learn more, visit https://jbdondolo.org

H.H: What Are You
Most Proud Of Regarding
Jb Dondolo?

I

I’m proud of the Directors of JB Dondolo.
I appreciate their hard work which makes
this company thrive and do its work. I’m
grateful to Beatrice Davis, Patricia Ellis,
Emily Marley, Stacey Kurian, Janol Mecca
Holmes, Rachel Svetanoff and the interns. And
all the key partners Viva con Agua, I Support the
Girls, Grand Mountain International Records
(G.M.I.R.), Disinfect & Shield, the judges of Music
for Water (MFW), and the 2020-21 MFW winners.
My thanks also go to the endorsers of MFW and
our biggest cheerleaders Michele Wise Wright
and Amanda Okoro.

HH: Tell Us About
Your Jb Dondolo What
Inspired You To Start This
Organisation?
•

More importantly, I’m proud of the Water and
Sanitation work JB Dondolo has done and
continues to do in Matabeleland, Zimbabwe.
Because of the water projects we’ve completed,
we’re getting more requests not just in Zimbabwe
but also in other countries to offer the same.
In the USA, we’ve helped the Navajo Nation in
Arizona with sanitizers and Houston, Texas with
hygiene products and sanitizers.
I’m so proud that we continue this year to provide
water, sanitation, and hygiene products in
Zimbabwe and the USA.

JB Dondolo, Inc. is a nonprofit organization
founded by Lumbie Mlambo in 2016. The
organization is named after the late father, JB
Dondolo, an orphan, farmer, and humanitarian
advocate whose values and principles on giving
continue to inspire his children, friends, and
families across the world. JB Dondolo played
a critical role in the fight against poverty in his
community and Lumbie saw the need to form
this organization in honor of their father so his
legacy of good deeds continues.

In 2019, I was awarded the UN Global Leadership
Award by the United Nations Association of Dallas
Chapter selected for the work with JB Dondolo on
Clean Water and Sanitation (SDG 6). In 2021, I was
awarded the Mavericks Community Shining Star
Award by University of Texas at Arlington (UTA)
for the work my organization does internationally.
Also, I became a Global Goals Ambassador, a
journey which I’m super proud and grateful to
participate in.

The organization’s mission is to remove barriers
of access to clean water, sanitation, and hygiene
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Have you ever made a statement like “I’m
not good at math” or “I have two left feet and
would never make a good dancer”? These
are examples of limiting beliefs that often
falsely define you, and limit the options and
possibilities in your life.

OVERCOMING
LIMITING
BELIEFS -

A limiting belief is a state of mind, conviction, or belief
that you think to be true that limits you in some way.
This limiting belief could be about you, your interactions
with other people, or with the world and how it works.

Author : Linda Fisk ............

The good thing about limiting beliefs is that you have the
power to change them any time. This doesn’t mean that
doing so will be an easy process, but commitment and a
greater level of self-awareness can make it possible.

Limiting beliefs can have a number of negative effects
on you. They could keep you from making good choices,
taking new opportunities, or reaching your potential.
Ultimately, limiting beliefs can keep you stuck in a
negative state of mind and hinder you from living the life
you truly desire.
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Make a list of every possible limitation you can think
of that prevents you from achieving a truly abundant,
happy, prosperous life. Include information about your
own fears and doubts, as well as any perceived shortage
of opportunities in your life. Then examine each one
carefully and decide if it’s really true or not. You may
be surprised at some of the things you’ve convinced
yourself to believe!

Appreciate
What You Have
A simple step to abundance is to start
recognizing how rich your life already is. Take
the time to appreciate what you have in your
life. Maybe it is health, people you love, your
colleagues, skills, or the simple beauty of nature
that surrounds you every day. You will find
yourself realizing how abundant your life is and
that what you need is right there in front of you.

I

It’s also important to keep challenging these false
perceptions on a regular basis, because some of
them may be embedded pretty solidly into your
subconscious mind. Logically, you may know
that there’s nothing holding you back, but then
you still find yourself hesitating or procrastinating. If
you keep challenging your limiting perceptions, and you
take action despite them, they’ll begin to fade away and
eventually disappear. You’ll have convinced yourself that
they’re not true after all.

Accept And Let Go

Now that you’re starting to transform your perceptions
of limits, you’re in a much better position to begin taking
focused action. The question is: What kind of action
should you take? All of the richest and most successful
people in the world have one thing in common: they
found a way to contribute value to the world and are
rewarded well for their efforts.

The opposite of an abundant life is scarcity. In
order to move yourself from that space of “not
enough” you need to accept that sometimes
you don’t have what you want at that moment.
You need to let go of destructive thinking
patterns and instead, focus your energy on
what you want to create in your life. When
you realize that you don’t have something,
rephrase to state what you want to have.

Think about that for a minute. The seeds of your wealth
are tucked away in a surprising place: in your greatest
interests and passions. Of course, simply following your
passions isn’t enough. You also have to find a way to
make your passions pay. That means finding a way to
use your interests and talents to contribute value to the
world. This can be done in any number of ways:

In order to overcome limiting beliefs, you must
train yourself to turn your attention away from
anything that distracts you from focusing on
your well being. You have to stop obsessing
over the challenges and problems in your life.
A good rule is: Do what you can to improve the
current situation, then immediately move on to
more positive pursuits.

Find What You Love

Refuse to wallow in setbacks; avoid spending
hours a day worrying about what you don’t
have; don’t talk yourself out of taking action
because you might possibly fail. Be proactive
and precise in your actions and keep focused
on where you want to be, not where you don’t
want to be.

In order to have an abundant life, you need to figure
out what it is that you love doing. Many times, we try to
do something that others do, simply because they are
successful. The more you will align with what you love
doing, the more abundance you will attract in your life.

Only you have the power to change limiting
beliefs – and you can change them any
time. The world can become full of options,
opportunities and possibilities with a greater
level of self-awareness - and a commitment to
overcome your own limiting beliefs.

Feel What You Want
It is not only important to identify what you want but it
is more important to feel what you want. The more you
will align with the feeling you want in your life, the more
you will attract it in your life.
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I’ve worked across sectors
and industries, with women
in senior positions in the
corporate and non-profit world,
with state leaders, with those
who are on their journeys and have
aspirations of leadership. While doing
so, I have been witness to numerous
barriers that have persisted, despite
best efforts. I’m not alone in witnessing
these either, a quick online search
will give you all the research and
statistics to back it up, and what all of
these amount to are 3 main categories
of barriers- barriers to pathways to
leadership, barriers to entry, and
barriers to growth.

Noleen Mariappen

There have been what seems like
endless efforts to achieve equity, and
we see almost every organisation
addressing diversity and inclusion
within their policy schedules. There
are numerous positive stories
about bridging the gender gap in
employment, leadership, pay and
so on, but what we need to start
paying attention to, and aiming to
address, are the barriers to recognised
leadership and equity that allows for
full participation. What this means
is not just having a seat at the table,
but a voice at it! Let’s explore some of
the building blocks that create these
barriers. This article covers a number
of the specific barriers, and as they
are being addressed, you’ll recognise
that they all broadly fit in the abovementioned three categories.

BARRIERS AND
BIAS- STATUS OF WOMEN
IN LEADERSHIP
By Noleen Mariappen
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Systemic Discrimination
And Gender Stereotyping

Limited Access To
Decision-Making Power
And Funding

Yes, this again! Despite what we would like to think, this
still happens, and it’s sadly entrenched and engendered.
We find that this is a mixture of both subtle and overt
and varies in the way in which it ‘comes across.’ We
also find that sexism is exhibited by both men and
women, directed at both sexes. How do we overcome
this? We have to address incorrect assumptionssuch as the assumption that men are ‘naturally’ more
competent at certain tasks. What this means is that
even if women are in senior leadership positions, their
views and knowledge on policy development or market
opportunities are often disregarded. On the flip side
of this, at times, women feel like they have to emulate
what is considered to be male-like behaviour in order
to succeed, and non-conformity results in being judged
quite harshly and a degree of backlash. We have to be
addressing not just the behaviour of individuals but the
structural inequality that exacerbates the problem and
fuels the cycle.

For women in business there are limited opportunities
for funding and for women in politics, there are limited
opportunities to affect policy reform at the highest
level. We find that with funding on the entrepreneurial
front, even when funding is available in small amounts
at startup level, the ability to access funding to scale
for international development is practically nonexistent for women. For the majority of women in
politics, the ability to influence is most often at the
low level campaign stage, but being a voice to change
policy at an institutional or judiciary level continues to
prove challenging. Women’s voices are often excluded
or drowned out at key points during the decisionmaking process, even when they are in a position
to participate. We need to be holding systems and
institutions to account and using the benchmark not
of women in positions, but their ability to influence.

A Lack of Work-Life Balance

Established Network
Opportunities And Equal
Career Opportunities

Women are still seen to be the primary caregivers
and as such, when pursuing leadership opportunities,
are left to juggle multiple responsibilities in a more
involved way than male counterparts would have to,
with a certain amount of expectation on them. With
exacerbating factors like unaffordable childcare,
limited parental leave and inflexible working
arrangements, the odds against women being able
to successfully reach high level leadership positions,
stack up. Along with these, there are resulting tolls on
mental, physical and emotional wellbeing.

While there are numerous female-led networks and
even more focused on supporting women, the reality
is that access to networks that are well established and
in-roads to support that offers high level, accomplished
and knowledgeable mentors in senior leadership
roles, as well as access to capital and other meaningful
resources, is exceptionally limited. While this is being
developed, we need to have men step up and support,
changing the narrative around the ‘boys club’ and
becoming allies on the journey to allow women to reach
their full potential and make a meaningful difference.
We also have to recognise that the playing field is
definitely not level everywhere. While we continue
to focus on areas like the eradicating the wage gap,
breaking the glass ceiling, encouraging women to take
up senior roles, we need to recognise that in order to
do this, we have to get to the point where certain roles
are not even considered ‘male’ and specific industries
are not thought of to be ‘male dominated.’ This requires
a change in mindset, and re-shaping education from
a young age to allow for gender-equal learning, and
avoiding gender stereotyping in early education.

Internal Barriers
This is a great and often overlooked barrier. Women in
general, are less assertive, and battle social and cultural
norms as well a lifetime of socialisation. There are
learned stories that we tell ourselves, and these have a
significant impact on the actions we take. We feel more
likely to be judged if we don’t succeed so we either don’t
talk about it, or don’t undertake bold endeavours. We
need to break down our own self-imposed barriers,
become aware of our internal saboteur and judges,
challenge and change the internal and external narrative.
Let’s work together, step out, step up, and lead like
women! We owe it to ourselves and it’s what the world
deserves.
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Author : Charu Mehortra
Founder Online Magazine
https://www.womenlines.com

DEFINING WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT IN
NON-TRADITIONAL WAY
Friends, let’s talk about women’s empowerment!
Women are overwhelmed with multitasking every day across the globe. Maybe she is a single mum
juggling two jobs, a struggling professional, or a female techie who is competing in a man’s world.
Self-empowerment can do wonders in every woman’s life, I strongly believe!
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Wikipedia defines Women’s
empowerment as the process in which
women elaborate and recreate what it is
that they can be, do, and accomplish in a
circumstance that they previously were
denied. An empowered woman is a woman who is very
well aware of her capabilities and embraces them fully.
To be empowered means to be in control of one’s life
and to learn new skills to achieve one’s dream. I strongly
believe every woman in this world is blessed with some
amazing skills which she can use to create a beautiful life
for herself. It is upon her to first get aware of those skills,
then work upon those skills by learning and applying her
learning practically to create her own space. Though it is
not easy and might be challenging also for a few but not
at all impossible.

According to the World Bank:
“Empowerment is the process of increasing
the capacity of individuals or groups to make
choices and to transform those choices into
desired actions and outcomes.”

W

Women
empowerment
is not about
getting a job
from 9 to 5
or only earning money. It
is about how much one
has empowered oneself
to develop a growth
mindset or updated
oneself with knowledge,
related to various topics
like health, life skills,

entrepreneurship, nutrition, etc so one can live a better
life. At present, if womenfolk use the power of choice in
their favor, they can empower themselves for excellence.
It is all about keeping working upon oneself every day and
striving to be a better person than before. If womenfolk
start getting mindful about how they are spending time,
whom they are networking or spending time regularly
with, are they using the power of choice to read some
book instead of gossiping, or maybe using the time to
listen to motivational talks to achieve success mindset?
Once they start thinking about these topics they will be on
the right path of empowerment.
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Empowerment also
means helping each
other. We should also
empower ourselves to
work together. Helen
Keller quote-‘Alone we can do
so little; together we can do so
much.’ is so true. If womenfolk
start supporting each other
and helping each other to grow
they can achieve big goals in
life. Instead of pulling each
other down or getting jealous of
each other’s growth one should
change mindset to supporting
each other. This can be applied
in the professional world,
entrepreneurial world, and also
in the community around us.
In my previous ventures when
I have worked in collaboration
with my partners I have
achieved big goals which I would
have never thought to achieve
alone. My fellow partner was
skilled with some business
skills and I was having my
marketing and networking skills.
The combination was helpful
towards setting up a venture
and doing business together and
learning and supporting each
other in our journey.
Women empowerment can also
lead to more women leaders
across the globe. During the
pandemic, the whole world
has seen that countries having
women leaders were managed
well and thus there were fewer
challenges to face. There are so
many other examples showing
women leaders outperforming
and especially when there is
a crisis! After this data of how
women leaders played their
role successfully in managing,
there is an urgent need to have
more women leaders across
the globe, who can contribute
to making our planet a better
place. Women empowerment

programs need to be structured
in such a way that it provides
women with the opportunity
to become a better version of
themselves and they can earn a
living. These programs should not
only focus on training for skills to
earn but also share knowledge
related to leading a healthy life,
developing a growth mindset,
and leadership skills too.

L

Life is beautiful and
we all are born to live
a beautiful life. We all
are blessed with the
right skills and mindset
which we have to dig out within
ourselves by continuously
working upon ourselves. Every
woman has a right to live an
empowered life. There is a
need to change the thought
process behind educating girls.
Equal opportunities for holistic
growth should be provided
from the early stage of life to
girls which can help in creating
an empowered woman in the
future who is not dependent
on anybody for her survival. An
empowered woman can not
only create a beautiful life for
herself and her family but also
contribute to the growth of her
nation too. Let’s have a vision of
having empowered womenfolk
around us who are working
together for excellence in life!

Author : Charu Mehortra
Founder Online Magazine
https://www.womenlines.com
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YOUR
SUCCESS
DEPENDS ON
THE CROWD
YOU ALLOW
Author : Narelle
Fleming – Slap That Bull

J

Jim Rohn,
philosopher, is
quoted saying
that “You are the
average of the five
people you spend most of
your time with”
He suggests that if you take
the income of the five people
you spend time with, and
average it out that is how
much you will always earn.
Our lives are influenced by
the people around us. Most
of our attitudes, worldview,
beliefs, values, self-esteem,
and our decisions are a
reflection of the environment
we spend our time in.
Where you are in life right
now can be attributed to
who you spend time listening
to. Think for a moment;
who are the five people you

spend time with the most,
whether in person, on social
media, or in any other form?
Here’s an activity for you.
Write down the 5 people you
spend most of your time with
or listen to. Then answer
these few questions…
What sort of lifestyle are they living?
How much money do they make?
What are their relationships like?
What are their attitudes like
towards money, authority,
and society?
What are their goals, dreams,
values, and standards?
What is their health like?

Are these people positively
influencing your life? Are they
serving you in getting where
you want to go and what you
want to achieve?
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Before I go on, when I say
spending time with, I mean
people who are close to you,
or who you listen to or take
advice and wisdom from.
Who you spend time with
or listen to will affect your
success in life. The right
people will help you achieve
what you want. The wrong
people will hinder you and
hold you back.
You see, if you want wealth
and prosperity, hanging
around people on welfare
will not get you thousands or
millions.
If you want millions, hang
out with millionaires.
If you want a good marriage,
hang out with happily
married people.

I

If you want to raise great kids, hang out
with great parents.

I spend quite a bit of my time gleaning from
many successful people. If you look on my
bookshelf or check out my audible and kindle
account you will see books and podcasts
from people who openly share their success
strategies on topics such as relationships, parenting,
life, success, money, health, you will even find the Bible.
Why? I want to be successful in all areas of my life, body,
mind, spirit, and relationships.

If you want to be fit and active, hang out with people on
the move.
Now some of you might be saying, “But, I don’t know any
millionaires to hang out with or happily married people.”
You don’t have to do it in person. You can spend time
gleaning wisdom and knowledge from Richard Branson,
Steve Jobs, Oprah Winfrey, Brene Brown, or even God,
any time you like.

People say there is no manual for life, however,
successful people are definitely spending time sharing
their knowledge to help you live your life. Why not hang
out with them and learn a thing or two?

Y

You can watch their YouTube videos, listen
to podcasts, attend their seminars, read
their biographies and books, or connect with
them on social media. You don’t have to be
physical with a person for them to be a great
influence on you.

JOHN WOODEN, a record-winning

basketball coach and player has been quoted saying
- Be more concerned with your character than your
reputation, because your character is what you really
are, while your reputation is what others say you are.

Having the RIGHT CROWD really means finding people
who have achieved what you want to achieve or people
who are heading in the same direction as you and
spending time learning, listening, and watching them.

O

Once I began to control my crowd I began
to experience significantly more success
in so many areas of my life. When I began
seeking out people who had positive
mindsets, who were achieving things that
I wanted to achieve, who treated people well, and who
encouraged, supported, and uplifted me, my whole
world changed.

The wrong crowd will ridicule your visions, they will
help you procrastinate, they will cause drama that will
distract you from your vision and actions, and they will
put their limiting beliefs on you.
I once shared my vision with someone who told me
that the idea was too big and no one would have the
money to spend or donate to developing such a project.
I recognized straight away that these were her limiting
beliefs, and what she was really saying was that she
didn’t have the money and she didn’t know how to
make it happen. I didn’t stop spending time with her but
I realised that she wasn’t the right person to help me
achieve my vision.

I went from being angry, shy, and limited in my ability
to earn a good income, to be more confident and
successful in my business, finances, health, and
relationships. I am able to do more than I can ever
dream and the opportunities for my life are endless,
simply by controlling the crowd around me.
Is it time you reconsidered the crowd you are hanging
out with?

It may be time you reassessed your crowd. But how do
you do this when you have family and friends who rely
on you?
•

Learn to put up boundaries on your time. Successful
people know their plan and are committed to it.
Instead of spending an hour with a particular friend
or group, shorten it to half an hour.

•

Remove drama queens from your life, or at least
limit how much time you spend with them.

•

Begin to limit the time spent with the wrong crowd
people and start to set time aside to spend time
with the right crowd people.
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CELEBRITY
INTERVIEWS
AND
MOMENTS

CELEBRITY INTERVIEWER AND
FOUNDER OF I AM WOMAN GLOBAL
HAZEL HERRINGTON MEETS
MULTIPLE HOLLYWOOD ACTORS AND
CELEBRITIES AT MEGA SUCCESS
IN LOS ANGELES AND INTERVIEWS
HOLLYWOOD ACTOR AND COMEDIAN
CHARLIE SHEEN.
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HAZEL HERRINGTON INTERVIEWING CHARLIE SHEEN AT MEGA SUCCESS IN LOS ANGELES
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HAZEL HERRINGTON WITH DR PHIL AT
MEGA SUCCESS IN LOS ANGELES
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HAZEL HERRINGTON WITH THE COFOUNDER OF APPLE MR STEVE WOZNIAK
AT MEGA SUCCESS IN LOS ANGELES
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HAZEL HERRINGTON WITH MICHAEL
DOUGLAS AND JT FOXX AT MEGA SUCCESS
IN LOS ANGELES

HAZEL HERRINGTON WITH DR PHIL AT
MEGA SUCCESS IN LOS ANGELES
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HAZEL HERRINGTON WITH HOLLYWOOD ACTOR AND DIRECTOR MEL GIBSON AT MEGA SUCCESS IN LOS ANGELES

HAZEL HERRINGTON WITH HOLLYWOOD ACTOR AND COMEDIAN JASON ALEXANDER AT MEGA SUCCESS IN LOS ANGELES
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TRACIE EATON THE JOURNEY TO ART.

I

S

It is said that people need a catalyst for change.
And all my experiences reinforce this absolutely.

Someone once said to me “an artist has
done their job when their audience feels
something. A painting will always elicit an
emotive response. What I find so incredible
about this is that I have, through the use of colour, a
medium that ensures I am able to provide my clients
with an opportunity to communicate who they are to
others, to adjust how a space feels to others when
they visit it. And this creates lasting memories.

The beauty for me of being an artist is in the
ability to not only see but really experience & feel all
that life’s journey has to offer. Artists feel deeply, we
live with passion. We embrace moments completely,
connecting soulfully with our environment and those
around us. Consequently, I see the beauty that is
within us all, and all around us.

I began painting for the first time 15 years ago in my
mid-30’s. I have always been a creative person, but
until my 30’s art was not something I considered as a
serious career. And, quite frankly, was not ready to be
vulnerable. So, whilst my art was ready for me, I was
not ready for it.

It is this ability to instinctively connect & engage that
allows me to create the artworks I do. To intuitively
understand the way a piece needs to be put together.
What colours, what textures, how I want it to feel. Add
this to my understanding of the psychology of colour
and I have embraced an expressive, bold & colourful
style of painting that, very often, becomes someone’s
catalyst to change their world.

In keeping with my creative nature & desire to inspire
change, prior to painting, I studied Occupational
Therapy & Colour Psychology. Art and Art Therapy was
something I used often within my treatment sessions
with clients. It helped unlock behaviours, helped them
relax and break barriers, to communicate openly
their feelings. These experiences led me to be very
interested in understanding more about the use of
colour and the creative process to create change, &
my inner artist was awakened.

I am often asked why it is that I paint. The simple
answer, to bring joy & beauty into others lives. To
inspire change in others lives. Interestingly, this
driving inspiration behind what I do now has always
been the underlying motivation behind all I have done.
Only this time, my decision to become a professional
artist enables me to truly live out my purpose.
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I find myself forever pushing forward to the
next goal, often pushing harder than I need
to. And it realisations like the above that
reminds me that everything has its time. I
am so grateful now for my prior business
experiences. I am excited that I am able to fuse
my innate and my learned skills together to build
a business of art. To enable me to create artworks
that resonate with so many people.

career to be a ‘starving artist’. The reality is far from
this. I chose to leave one business to build another
that I was completely passionate about. And at no
time did I ever foresee a future of the stereotypical
‘starving
artist’ in my life.
We are only limited by what we believe. And we
can choose to accept and hold onto beliefs and
misconceptions that hold us back. Or, we can
choose to live with passion, to embrace change &
inspire others to do the same.

Much of my work as an artist is creating custom
paintings. I have a very defined process that I
engage when speaking with potential clients about
what we will be creating for them.

What is in the future for me and the Tracie Eaton
brand? Anything is possible! But in the short term,
we are opening an Art Gallery & public studio in
Marina Mirage on the Gold Coast in October 2021. I
am creating a new body of works for an exhibition in
2022. And, I will continue to push my own creative
boundaries. Who knows where this will lead!

This consultation process includes understanding
practical things such as décor choices, positioning &
size, and the colours to use. But most importantly,
whether you are buying from the gallery floor or
having a painting created specifically for you, it is
important to understand how that painting makes
you feel, and how it will impact your space. So often
artwork is the last thing that people buy when
renovating or redecorating. It is treated simply as
another piece of furniture. In fact, artwork needs
to be one of the first things you consider. The right
painting will transform your space. And you will love
it. If you do not, it is not the piece for you.
In my 15 years as an artist, I have been honoured to
have gained many large commissions for projects
around the world. This includes for the last 3 years
an exclusive commission to create artworks for gift
bags for Hollywood celebrities to celebrate their
Oscar nomination. This was a particularly important
commission to me, as not only did it provide an
opportunity to celebrate creative success, it gave me
a platform to showcase Australian arts & way of life
to the global stage.
Additionally, my international success has led to
me being published & recognised as one of the 100
Leading International Contemporary Artists Globally.
A surreal and exciting progression in my artistic
career.
I was told by many people when I chose to close my
digital marketing company down to become a fulltime artist that I was crazy. Why give up a successful

For more details about Tracie Eaton’s artwork services, or to contact Tracie Eaton, visit her website: www.
tracieeaton.com. call +61 7 5530 1217 or visit any of her social media channels - @tracieeaton
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UNIVERSAL
ADOPTION OF
CLOUT /CLOUD
OF EVERYTHING
TECHNOLOGY
BEYOND COVID 19

T

The cloud of everything is the
technology of the twenty-first century
from the basics of work in many
areas such as education, health,
transportation, and energy in the
coming period due to its importance
and vitality and its success in limiting
the spread of the Coronavirus
with the principle of prevention
is better than tre atment, as well
as in solving society’s problems
of poverty, disease, violence, and
mismanagement, in addition
to Its success in achieving the
seventeenth United Nations goals
that are supposed to be achieved
in 2030 Therefore, its application
and use must be generalized in
society in all its categories without
any discrimination of one group
from the other, including children,
women, etc. The real challenge
lies in adopting this technology in

the whole world from Africa, Asia,
America, and Australia. Will our
current world and our current
generation succeed in generalizing
the use of this technology in the
world as a whole, from developed
countries, developing countries, and
poor countries? This is the biggest
challenge for our generation as a
whole in this and handing over to
the next generation the world in
a better condition because of the
benefits of this technology in All
fields. Will the developed countries
succeed in helping other countries
to do this and provide the next aid in

Author: Assem Mousa
Knowledge Award 2021, Int Icon 2021 Award, Indian
Achiever Award 2021, and Honorary PHD2021

modern technology as a weapon of
the twenty-first century, in addition
to other aids? All of the above
needs to rearrange the papers and
priorities in each country separately
and in the world as a whole before it
is too late. Do women have a role in
the above, of course, yes, as we are
used to women having a big role in
all crises and in motivating men and
in leadership. For example, the role
of women was vital in the Corona
crisis and she was exposed to many
pressures with her responsibility
at home, taking into account those
who were exposed to the disease
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from the husband or children and
sometimes the woman herself And
from dealing with the husband’s loss
of work or the reduction of wages,
and from the pressures of children
staying at home for a long period
due to the current crisis, in addition
to the pressures of their own work
in the case of work All of this is
exposed and dealt with wisdom,
confidence, calmness and emotional
intelligence as a gift from God As
COVID-19 continues to spread
widely and claim lives, Clout/cloud of
everything technology is helping halt
the COVID-19 outbreak.

Photo by Yuyeung
56 Lau on Unsplash

Cloud Of Everything In
Fighting Covid-19
•

Cloud of things can positively influence the
healthcare sector, for instance, by reading the DNA
structure and detecting diseases at early stages.
For instance, technologies will help to calculate the
probability of cancer development or study the
Parkinson’s disease in detail. Smart devices can also
prevent the spread of infections, for example, Zika
virus, COVID 19.

•

Finding infected cases, learning about the condition.

•

Writing a report on each case and delivering food
and medicine to patients in hospitals to prevent
contact and communication.

•

Using to sterilize streets and deliver medicines to
hospitals and food to avoid infection.

•

Measuring fever, temperature and to the extent of
wearing the muzzle and to warn people.

•

Raising awareness of the danger of the Corona
virus and measure the temperature and extent of
wearing the muzzle in remote areas.

•

Diagnostic sessions for remote patients, planes, and
ambulances without a driver to transport.

•

•

The probability of contagion is v High 90% if two
person one healthy and other infected does not
wearing a mask and high 70% if the healthy one
wear a mask and the infected one does not wear
a mask, and medium 5% if the infected one wear
a mask and the healthy one does not wear a mask,
low 1.5% if both Wearing A mask, and none if healthy
one stay at home.

•

That is why the most important thing is to detect the
infected person by using clout tech and the people
that attach to him by clout to reduce number of
infected and dead people with COVID19 infection.

Cloud Of Everything
In General
•

All the sectors in the world inc aviation must
recognizes, appreciate and get benefit of the
technological gift of the 21st century coe inc ai, block
chain, digital currency, cloud, cloud of things, tactile
internet, digital twins, iot, ar, vr, mr, u commerce, data
and robotics.

•

A key to it’s response to climate change.

•

Creating smart cities - united communities, a smart
planet - protected environment, as well as smart
houses and industries.

Establishing of a new health system for each person
on the mobile in three colors green, yellow and red,
allowing green freedom of movement, yellow in
certain places, and red with quarantine.

•

Changing healthcare by changing the life of a patient.

•

Preventing global warming, reconstructing buildings
after natural disasters, and combating droughts.

•

COE IN virus detection and prevention and control
of infectious diseases.

•

Sustaining agriculture crops.

•

COVID 19 risk levels by activities in a 9th levels the
MOST dangerous two levels represent 9th level
places like: large music concerts, Bars And then
8th level places like: gyms, sports stadiums, gyms,
churches and mosques…all in red colour.

•

Improving modern education, fighting unemployment
by creating new job opportunity.

•

Improving the economic level by growing gdp of
a country in aviation, reducing travel time and
increasing safety and passenger comfort.

•

Improving in home, healthcare, military, natural
applications.

•

Helping elderly and handicapped people and fixing
the millennium- old human problems of poverty,
disease, violence and poor leadership.

•

Achieving the 17sdg&169 goals united nation 2030.

•

From level 7 to level 6 in sequence places like schools
Basket Ball then, movie theaters, restaurants all in
orange colour.

•

Level 5 like Airplane, Malls in Yellow color and Level
4 in light green like doctor office waiting room. Level
3, 2, 1 in dark green and IN sequence like hotels,
getting fuel, getting takeout from restaurant.
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Where Leadership Calls
With Inspirational
Leader Sarah Blake
Changing The World
One Conversation At
A Time And Inspiring
Others To Lead
Themselves

Sarah M Blake
Leader
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Where Leadership Calls – Changing The World One
Conversation At A Time

L

Leadership, when things are going well
is fantastic, you can ride the wave of
success, feel good and celebrate. But
when things go wrong or are difficult, that
is when our leadership is most tested.
This is when your true leadership capacity emerges.

Interestingly, the leaders most able to disrupt and
influence change in their industries constructively
are the ones who can effectively deal with conflict
collaboratively. They don’t avoid hard conversations
and they don’t flame the fight. They bring curiosity
to the table, and they take responsibility, they are
willing to talk bravely.

As a conflict strategist and mediator, I have spent
more than 25 years helping people, boards,
communities, and workplaces navigate problemsolving when conflict happens. Walking in this mess,
wading through the complexities of personalities,
competing priorities, confusion, and crisis I have
learned a lot about leadership.

But for many, the ability to deal with conflict
strategically and calmly is beyond their immediate
capacity. This is partly why conflict is costing US
companies $359 billion annually. But we also know
the true cost of conflict is much higher – once we
consider the mental health, physical stress, and
emotional toll of conflict.

But perhaps, the most powerful lesson for me
has been my own journey into my power, my
confidence, and my purpose. It began with me
making a conscious decision to take responsibility
for contributing towards making a change in how
we dealt with conflict. I wanted to change the way
my industry engaged in the business of peacemaking and I wanted to make sure that all voices
were heard and part of decision-making.

Sadly, nearly every day I am talking with people who
avoided the hard conversations and then found
themselves dealing with devastating conflict. Yet,
we still don’t want to have the hard conversations.
This is the space that I work in, and this is why I
am so passionate about what I do. So many of
our leaders are struggling to know how to deal
with and respond to complex conflicts – that
impact reputation, revenue, and relationships. Our
differences are dividing us – we seem more inclined
to fight it out rather than solve the problems. And
in doing so we are missing the opportunities for
innovation, growth, and; yes, peace.

For me, leadership has always been about
authenticity and integrity – to be brave enough
to put one’s values, skills and commitments into
action for change. Making that decision for action
has driven me to speak out, reinvent the business
of conflict management, and engage with the
ordinary person about how they too can develop
the capacity to be conflict competent leaders. Here
is some of what I have learned.

My role is to help leaders gain clarity and
understanding about the conflict barriers impacting
them and their outcomes. I help them shift their
mindset and develop the skills to be a conflictcompetent leader.

Real authentic leadership is hard work, it isn’t always
glamorous. It can be lonely; it can hurt and there is
often a cost but when you are an authentic leader
you push on. Because it matters. Because you truly
care about the vision you are working towards.

Perhaps more importantly, I provide the
interventions to help groups explore culture,
conflict, and communication in a way that is
future-focused. Whether it is through mediation or
education, in providing structure and support – I
am driven to help people find their own leadership
power.

Working in the conflict space, I have seen that it
is the leaders with the courage to engage in the
hard conversations about difference, conflict,
and confusion who best support their companies
or communities towards positive and successful
change. These are the leaders who bring clarity
of purpose, empathy, and a structured plan for
moving forward.

Leaders that lean into conflict and talk brave – kick
serious ass. These are the people that are able to
hold the ship steady through the storm.
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“FUNDAMENTALLY ‘TALKING BRAVE’ IS
ABOUT BEING BRAVE ENOUGH TO ASK
THE HARD QUESTIONS, NAVIGATE THE
NUANCES AND DISCOVER SOLUTIONS.”
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Sarah M Blake

T

These are the people who can hold
the duality of conflict, recognizing
that it is painful but also very
human to disagree. For these
leaders difference, confusion and
conflict present an opportunity to explore
and seek understanding. They carry hope
and vision, these are the leaders who seek to
control the burn not inflame the fire.

conversations. I want to empower others
to find to show that even in the hard
moments, our willingness to be authentic,
to lean into those gritty conversations – this
is what true leadership is. True leadership is
a lived experience in our everyday lives – it
is how we help to shape a better future, one
conversation at a time.
Our world right now – at work, in our
communities, and across the globe needs
more people willing and able to talk about
hard issues with respect, with empathy, and
with courage.

These are the leaders who are capable of
making the hard decisions, the right decisions,
even when they may have to carry the burden
or cost of that responsibility.
These are the leaders able to work with others
– even if they don’t like them. Fundamentally
they recognize that power over others is not
a sustainable solution.

We all need to be able to have these hard
conversations in a way that empowers
and uplifts our differences whilst still
creating outcomes. This is the work that I
do – hopefully changing lives and helping
to shape a work where our fears no longer
drive our actions.

Conflict leadership understands resolution
and change require that all parties are
willing to step into the hard conversations
and problem-solve together. They are the
leaders able to hold this space and prepare
for solutions rather than prepare for a fight.

About - Sarah is a conflict strategist with
over 25 years of experience working across
a broad spectrum of conflict from the
bush to the board room. Sarah is a media
commentator and advisor on corporate and
community conflict, international and crosscultural conflict, HR and workplace conflict,
governance leadership, and its impact
on communication, decision-making, and
leadership.

Sometimes though, moving forward requires
some help. My role is to step in and provide
that steady ship so that others can get on
with the job of finding their own solutions.
Sometimes my role is also to help others
find their own courage to engage in hard
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Rising Femin
BY TONI LONTIS

T

The last couple of years have
been challenging as we have all
battled with the pandemic and
the fallout both economically
and emotionally. What is less
talked about is the changing energy across
the planet and the clear divide between
acceptance of reality and attachment to
conspiracy theory and widespread disbelief
of what is playing out across the world.
Something else, of equal importance, has
been happening too and that’s the rise
of feminine energy. All too
often talk of energy and,
feminine energy, is thought
of as “woo woo” or new age
and therefore not spoken
about in the mainstream.
This is an evolving
conversation, and the
concept is being brought up
and talked about outside of
the usual spiritual contexts.
We can’t talk about feminine
energy without mentioning
the imbalance of the
energies for millennia. The
patriarchal or masculinebased energy that has
pervaded humanity is
experiencing an important
shift towards the feminine
and the balance of energies
across the world. We cannot have one
without the other, but the issue has been
the imbalance and the inequality of women
across the world.

With the rise of women in leadership roles, we are starting
to see a rebalancing of these old patterns and systems.
The process of men and women being seen as equal but
with differing and unique qualities has started across the
world, but we have a way to go.
We see the expression of severe masculine imbalance in
the violence, destruction, and suppression of feminine
tendencies. This is at the expense of the feminine heartbased and intuitive wisdom of women. The problem is
also seen in women who have inadvertently and often
unknowingly taken on more masculine attributes in their
attempt to “compete” on the world stage.

There have been positives from these patriarchal systems, and
they have not all been negative. We must acknowledge the
expression of masculine energy in the form of fathers, sons,
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nine Energy
partners, and friends across the world, whose protection,
provisions of structure, ideas, and innovation have led to
many wonderful things we all enjoy. The balance of the two
energies is where we see greatness truly triumph.

practices through self-reflection, healing, and mediation and
integrating these into their own lives and the lives of others.
If we look to the past, where matriarchal systems were
evident, it is clear that they did not suppress the masculine in
the same way that patriarchal societies do. They appear much
more balanced in their approach with women outnumbering
men in leadership and the tendency was to ensure that men
were seen as equals and not inferior in any. This is where
we need to be headed globally…. balanced feminine and
masculine.

It is important for women to embrace their feminine
strength and wisdom for it counteracts the negativity of
toxic masculine energy. The balance of both energies is the
absolute end game.

w

We have generations of mothers, daughters,
grandmothers, and women who have lived in
and through a patriarchal society, and these
elements are entrenched in our very beings.
The momentum we are experiencing now is a significant
shift that I think has been precipitated and enhanced by
the pandemic and its fallout. It has forced many of us into
lockdown and this has resulted in internal reflection and for
many of us forced us to “deal with ourselves”.

There is both feminine and masculine energy within each of
us and there are many ways in which we can all participate
in ensuring the rise of feminine energy to bring about the
balance the world needs to see. We must remember that
there are still many women leaders who downplay their
feminine attributes to survive in the patriarchal world of
commerce, government, and industry. We need to support
these women, lift them up, encourage them and remind
them of the strength of their own femininity.

A whole of humanity pause, if you like that would not
have been possible without a worldwide pandemic. This
is therefore an important time in our collective history, as
we face unprecedented challenges the importance of the
balance of masculine and feminine energy is so important
for the harmony of humanity moving forward.

Be compassionate and generous with your time and energy,
so that others experience the uniqueness of the divine
feminine. Vulnerability is a strength and the more we are
courageous enough to allow others to see and experience
this is safely connected conversations, the greater this
feminine trait will be valued.

The increasing number of women in every level of leadership
across the world is an important step in the right direction.
There are also many millions of people consciously choosing
to protect the earth, live in harmony, practice mindfulness,
and embrace a more spiritual life. This energic shift, in
combination with the rise of feminine energy, will lead to a
more harmonious and equitable world for all.

It is a joy to see the watch and know that there are many
enlightened men and women coming together in cultural
and economic spheres to raise the voices of women and
encourage their moves towards equality and leadership,
this needs to continue to happen to balance the world once
again. We need also to remember that within each of us is
both feminine and masculine energy and this awareness
should be the driver for change within ourselves and others.

Feminine Energy has been aligned with justice, equality,
compassion, service, creativity, playfulness, and living in
balance with nature, and living in the flow of your life, and
these expressions of feminine energy are ideals for the
modern world. Many more women are elevating their spiritual

We have seen enough repression and inequality across
the world and now is the time to allow the rise of feminine
energy, to rebalance humanity, and see the changes we need
for humanity to survive the next millennia.
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THE MOST
RAVISHING FASHION
WITH UPMA KITE
LEAVING VIEWERS FEELING LIKE THEY
WERE SITTING AT MILAN FASHION WEEK

R

Ravishing Fashionistas, Upma
Kite, has yet again broken
fashion industry stereo types
with another hugely successful
runway event held on August 21st, 2021
at the Royal International Conventional
Centre.

For the first time in Ravishing Fashionista
history, the Fashion Show opened with
their very own RF Label designed by the
utterly talented Amina Hunt, showcasing
10 spectacular designs all fitting
seamlessly into the events
theme Gold & Glitter.

Proving that no challenge cannot be
overcome, Ravishing Fashionistas fearless
leader Upma Kite has triumphantly
overcome all hurdles, after having to
cancel the initial event on 3rd the July, due
to Brisbane lockdowns, and has produced
the most fabulous fashion event of the
year.

Along with celebrating women across the
globe, Ravishing Fashionistas also raised
funds for both the National Breast Cancer
Foundation and Cancer Council, donating
a portion of all proceeds from ticket sales,
raffle prizes and the silent auction to
both charities.
With socialites, local politicians, celebrities,
and influencers including VVIP guests
Brisbane City Council’s Lady Mayoress, Nina
Schrinner and Damien Anthony Rossi all
gathering under one roof for a one night
only spectacle, Ravishing Fashionistas is
overwhelmed by the response received.
Guests have raved endlessly about the high
calibre standard Upma has set for all future
runway events in Brisbane, with attendees
claiming they felt like they were sitting at
Milan Fashion Week.

Through empowering women and
spreading the RF message of confidently
embracing women’s beauty and body
irrespective of their age, body type,
background, skin colour or culture. It is
undeniably evident that Upma Kite and
her RF team have achieved the goal of
breaking fashion industry stereotypes
successfully and reminded us that
every woman has a story and a unique
personality that deserves to be shared.
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Lady Mayoress delivered
a heartfelt speech in the
second half of the evening and
commented on how Upma’s
passion and determination
has proved that anything is achievable.
Her mission of creating a space that
encourages women of all shapes, sizes,
ages and backgrounds to embrace
themselves has again been perfectly
portrayed through the 12 designers
and 35 models involved in this year’s
unforgettable show.

in the hands of the RF team, volunteers,
sponsors, collaborators, supporters,
gift hampers sponsors, designers,
models, makeup artists, hair stylists,
photographers and BTS crew who all
worked tirelessly together to create the
runway experience of a lifetime.
As another curtain is drawn on the RF
Fashion Show, Upma Kite is again left
speechless and even more inspired
to continue promoting and enforcing
her message of empowering women
to embrace their beauty and body
irrespective of their age, body type,
background, skin colour or culture. With
the volume of support and compassion
she continues to receive, Upma hopes
to return next year to again provide a
space for every woman regardless of their
background to celebrate confidence and
empowerment.

Although Upma Kite is the woman who
made this event happen, she couldn’t
have done it without her incredible RF
team consisting of people from all walks
of life including an ex-army photographer,
an indigenous designer as well as models
and volunteers of all ages, sizes and
ethnicities. She put all her trust and faith
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EAGLE VISION
LEADING WITH A BIRD’S EYE VIEW

MONIFA
ROBINSON
GROOVER
CEO

H

Here we are, faced with the question of whether
we should run with the crowd or walk the road less
traveled? I will admit running with the crowd and
doing what everyone is doing appears to have its
advantages - there is safety in numbers. Going along with the
crowd allows you to stay under the radar, never being identified
as unique or ‘different’ and allows you to rely heavily on the gifts
and talents of others, never having to take the risk of others
seeing you fail. These appear to be great benefits right? Well, I
am not sure whether these are advantages or disadvantages.
It makes me question if blending in with the crowd brings
opportunities or if it is a subtle, unconscious way designed to
stunt your growth. This is where truth must enter the picture.
If you want to be a leader who impacts others in a way that
reaches beyond the surface of their soul, you will have to stand
out. You must learn to lead from a bird’s eye view. But not just
any bird, the Eagle.
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There is a level of safety and predictability
associated with being and doing what
is common. My question to you is: Is
common what you really want to be? I am
going to take a risk and say, that because
you have gotten this far in reading this
article, your answer is most likely ‘no’.
You recognize you were not born to be
common, nor were you born to ‘run with
the pack’. You were born to stand out, to
lead and truly “see”. J. Oswald Sanders
said it so eloquently, “Eyes that look are
common, eyes that see are rare.” Eagle
vision is rare. You were born to be rare.
There are so many people who can look
but very few can actually see. To “look”
means to direct your eyes in a particular
direction. To “see” is to become aware
of, or have insight and foresight into
something. Many people have the ability to
fixate their eyes on something but so few
have the ability to see beyond the surface.
Leading with a bird’s eye view requires
you to position yourself above the rest.
Not from the viewpoint of thinking you
are better than others, but from the
perspective of knowing that in order to
move beyond your current circumstances
you must possess the ability to see past
what you are looking at. You must see past
the current fact and recognize the ultimate
truth.
Eagle Vision is about looking into the
future to see what the end result will be
and making your decisions from that
frame of reference. If you do this, you
strategically place yourself in a position
where you will accomplish your goals
and experience success. That is not to
say challenges won’t arise, but true vision
is about keeping the end in mind from
the beginning throughout the entire
process. Your ability to clearly see your
destination enhances your chances in

getting there. Without clear vision you are liable to end
up anywhere. Your ability to see beyond your current
circumstance is critical to whether or not you will die,
survive or thrive.

•

You may experience loneliness, as eagle are rare.

•

Those you lead will challenge you because they
only see things from ground level.

Another thing about vision is that it is yours. Too
often we give our power away. I am convinced many
of us use the word can’t, not because we have always
inherently believed we can’t, but because others have
somehow convinced us our goals are impossible to
reach. When I started my company, Within Your Reach
it was based on the principle that your desires are
within your reach because you have everything you
need inside you to make it possible. Of course there
is a process and some fine tuning may need to take
place, but with perseverance and in due time, your
dreams can become reality.

But don’t look at these as obstacles. View these as
opportunities to tap into and hone the skills needed
to take you to levels beyond your wildest dreams.
Leading with a bird’s eye view means you have the
ability to easily perceive, understand, or interpret at a
deeper level. It is about living beyond the status quo
and moving beyond your comfort zone. It has more
to do with your internal thought process than your
external circumstances. It is about your ability to see
what the average person cannot; to exude courage,
stand firm on what is right even in the face of wrong
and the ability to stand, even when you feel your
knees buckling under the pressure.

In order to lead with a bird’s eye view, more
specifically, Eagle Vision, having clear vision is
necessary for the process but it is important to know
that the clarity you seek must begin within. This is
what causes many leaders to become stagnant. So
often they are focused on external success and fail
to recognize that strength and power manifests itself
when you first open yourself to become an evergreen
student who now takes her lessons to help catapult
others to their next level.

Leading a bird’s eye view will always take you further
than most. It will always yield joy during the process (if
you can embrace it) and certainly in the end.

Monifa Robinson Groover

This doesn’t come easy. Here is what can appear to be
the down side of leading with bird’s eye view:
•

You will never fit in with the crowd no matter how
hard you try.

•

You will not always be valued for the unique
qualities you possess.

CEO, Within Your Reach Consulting Services
Leadership Coach / Consultant, Speaker
Website: www.withinyourreach.life
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NAILA QAZI
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I grew up in a small village in Pakistan and
eventually moved out to study in Melbourne.
I did my MBA, got married, and had kids.
Along with my studies, I also dabbled in
different businesses, like restaurants, transportation,
consulting, etc. My journey took me to various parts
of the world; I have worked and lived on almost all
continents. I had the opportunities to lead teams,
projects, and large-scale transformations. There has
been lots of learning along the way.

talk about women having a larger ‘limbic system’
compared to men. It’s part of the brain which sets
the emotional tone of the mind. Women are the
powerhouses of emotions. Due to the larger limbic
system, we are more attuned to our feelings. That’s
why we bond easily and become the caretaker of
kids, families, and people around us. Although this
sounds like a gift, there is a dark side to it. When I
moved to Australia, everything seemed possible. I was
pumped and ready to take risks. One of the first few
ventures of my entrepreneurial career was a chain
of restaurants in Melbourne. I had early successes.
As I was the decision-maker, I made some emotional
calls. Logical decision-making was not my strongest
suit, and eventually, I ended up in a huge financial
pit. I was over-confident in myself, and I wish I had a
mentor or a coach who could have shed light on my
blind spots.

I have learned that there is no life without setbacks.
In reality, It is essential for our growth that we suffer
some setbacks. Early on, I used to feel guilty no
matter what I did. I blamed myself no matter how
hard I tried. I was not afraid of failure; my main
concern was about others’ perceptions of my failure.
I believed that every setback was my fault. Growing
up as a girl in an underprivileged environment was
not encouraging. However, each setback taught me
something new about myself. These setbacks started
forcing me to make the choices. I chose not to be
defined by the failures.

I realized that I had an unusual belief system that was
holding me back. The voice in my head kept telling
me that I was not competent or experienced enough
to participate in business deals and negotiations.
On the other hand, my husband, although equally
inexperienced, was taking the lead. I believed I
needed an MBA to establish my business, whereas
my husband was getting clients and leads.

I had the conviction that I didn’t want to be like all
these girls who are getting ready to just get married
and have a life full of daily chores. My vision was
achieving something extraordinary, something I was
capable of, and something larger than life.
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I vividly remember getting a list of chores to perform
before I could get back to reading. It was something
I really loved, but I didn’t allow such setbacks to hold
me back. I made my choices. With my creativity and
will, I took charge of my destiny.

Lastly, I was highly intuitive. There were
instances when I could ‘feel’ and grasp what
was not so obvious. Nevertheless, when I
started overdoing it, I was anxious all the
time about ‘things not feeling right. I was
fearful and had perceived many neutral events as
negative or harmful.

It’s the choices you make in those crucial times that
determine the kind of life you will live. I genuinely
believe that good things come to those who make the
right calls at the right time.

We must be aware of what colour we want on the
canvas. The story that we tell our brain becomes the
reality of our life. Remember that the chatter in the
head leads the way for action; make it positive.

Throughout the journey, I made many business
decisions based on pure emotions. Brain doctors
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What I Have Learned
From Interviewing
Female Founders

You Can Start A Business
At Any Age
I have been delighted to interview a lot of
women over 40, many over 50 and still more
in their 60’s and 70’s. Some of them are just
starting out or with young businesses, because
age is not a barrier to entrepreneurship. The
female founders club accepts all women of all
ages. I’d say the typical woman I interviewed was
50 and had started her business 10-20 years
ago (the Mumpreneurs are maturing and kicking
arse!) and was employing a number of people.

I have spent the last 18 months interviewing
successful female founders and women doing
extraordinary things in business for my She’s The
Boss Chats and She’s The Boss Leaders podcasts,
and the She’s The Boss YouTube shows. So far I
have interviewed over 150 women from Australia,
and around the world, and have gained some great
insights which I thought I would share with you.
It doesn’t matter whether you are great at school
So many of the women I interviewed left school
early, or were rebellious and didn’t make the
most of it. Almost half of them were like that and
the other half were studious and went to Uni. It
became very apparent that schooling is not an
indicator of success. It’s an innate drive that some
people have that seems to make the difference.

The Sisterhood Is Real
In the entrepreneurial world, women support
women. It’s a true sisterhood that isn’t, perhaps,
reflected in the life of employees, especially if they
are in a male dominated industry, but once you’re
out on your own, the support networks are huge.
That’s why there is a proliferation of women’s
business groups across all social media platforms.
That’s why one woman can post about her ‘new
website not making many sales’ in a social media
group, and 180 women jump onto the site to buy.
It’s true. Things like this happen all the time.

Inspiration Can Hit
At Any Time
There is no particular age or experience for
entrepreneurship in women. I have interviewed
women in their 30’s, 40’s, 50’s and even 60’s
who have started businesses after a corporate
career. The ‘lightbulb moment’ can hit at any time,
anywhere and to almost every age. It’s more about
identifying a problem and wanting to solve it than
anything else.
Trauma Can Ignite
Innovation In Women The number of women I
have interviewed that have had a trauma in their
life of some description - illness, car accidents,
death of significant others, sexual and domestic
abuse...the list goes on - is startling. Obviously
this sort of trauma can ruin people’s lives - but
for some, it seems to ignite a fire in their belly for
change. It’s wonderful to hear stories of women
who have overcome, in some instances, what
seems to be insurmountable odds, to do what
they do now and become wildly successful.
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Successful Women Want
To Give Back

Most female founders are driven by purpose
and the need for change Women want to make a
difference in the world. The female founders I spoke
with were doing incredible things - from stopping
bullying to supporting women out of domestic
violence situations and back into the workforce,
from making super healthy snacks for children to
helping fi rst nation artists understand the business
end of things. There are way too many to mention,
but I would guess that about 95% of the women I
interviewed were driven by a strong ethical purpose.
It’s incredibly inspiring to be on the receiving ends of
stories like theirs!

Many of the women I have interviewed are widely
successful - they have created businesses that
turnover millions, they have helped hundreds of
people and they have a great reputation so you
would think they would be too busy to stop and
speak to women on the way up. That’s not the
case though, they all want to give back and are
very generous about sharing their expertise, their
influence and their experience.
We all want to see women rise in business, and
it is our job to help them. As Madeleine Albright
famously once said, “There is a special place in hell
for women that don’t help other women,” and she
was right. If we don’t help each other to succeed
then none of us will get to where we want to be.

Working Mums
Are Great Role Models

Start a business, get help from other women, look
for support networks, listen to podcast interviews
and be inspired!

We have debated over the last few decades whether
being a working Mum is a good idea when it comes
to rearing healthy, confident children. Of course,
many do it from necessity rather than choice, but
the guilt that accompanies being a working Mum
is huge (I know it first hand), so it was a great relief
to hear women, one after another, talk about how
their mother had been a role model for them. That
watching their Mother’s work hard had definitely
influenced them in a positive way when it came to
their own careers.

Jules Brooke is the host of the She’s The Boss Chats
and She’s The Boss Leaders podcasts, and the She’s
The Boss channel on Youtube. Jules also runs a
regular weekly Zoom lunch for female founders and
women in business. To find out more about She’s
The Boss go to https://shestheboss.com.au/shesthe-boss-membership/
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PETRUS

FOR HER

K

Kefa, wanted to pay homage to
the broad female audience that
accompanied us in our first period
of life showing great interest and
attention to PETRUS, and chose to launch a new
release of the Petrus watch.

A project already strongly structured and defined
as the one that saw the birth of PETRUS could not
be completely distorted that’s why starting from
the analysis of the female world - a world made
of a thousand details that characterize and define
the style of a woman - we decided to give a touch
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of femininity to our creation with a particular that
wants to be a tribute to the entire female universe,
enriching and characterizing even more this already
fantastic timepiece.

T

Thus the idea of PETRUS FOR HER was
born a watch that will accompany the
woman in her various outfits and sees
at the center of its dial two new spheres
characterized by a soft and sinuous
shape to recall the feminine lines and that are
dressed in 8 different colors that are matched
to the color of the leather strap, always with
deployante closure.
With a range of 8 colors ranging from white to black
through warm colors like red or colors like electric
blue, green, yellow and pink we want to adorn with
style the wrists of our female audience.

Each color a meaning to discover and
to match........ Build your story with the
colors of PETRUS.
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CATHY DIMARCHOS

Women Championing Each
Other Across The Globe As
We Show Each Other How.

To Succeed We Must Enable
And Empower Those Around
Us To Take Action.

As women champion each other across the
globe we begin to see a new way of connecting.
Those who have chosen to rise with the intent of
elevating others, are doing so with a ripple effect,
causing an elevation of vibration.

If the information they need to succeed is clear,
simple, achievable, and most importantly, make
them feel like they can succeed, then they will take
action.
If we encourage, sponsor, and elevate them we
create the right impact.

Business is becoming honest and about
collaboration and service instead of selfpromotion. The song that is being sung is to lift
those around us as we rise, it is to stand up, show
others how and pay things forward

As we step forward in life and in business, let’s
place those around us on a platform where we
look to elevate and encourage them. Let’s bring
the change makers to the table – our future
generation so we can show them that we as
women are ready to celebrate their differences
and bring about their success.

Success Is About Intent And What
We Want To See For Others

Your Outcome Is About Your
Mind And Your Behaviour.

As a woman who has spent a great deal of my
life in the corporate world and in male dominant
sectors, I have been afforded skills and knowledge
that may otherwise have been missed. My journey
has without a doubt been one of intent so as I
reflect on my path, I recognise that it was never a
straight one.

Our lived experiences and history in general
enable us to reflect and make choices as we move
forward. The choices we make today are what
will decide our future. Our future is not reliant
on where we have been so if we aim at merely
surviving, that is great, set your plan forward to get
across the line of the destination you have chosen.
There is no failure in that, you have succeeded.
What do you do then?

Asking questions, reflecting, and listening to better
understand have been part of my strategy and
have led to self-discovery.
I grew up in a family where we welcomed
everyone. Our home at times was like a revolving
door and this taught me some of the skills that I
have embraced throughout my career. It created
a lens that focused on what I could do rather than
what I couldn’t and to push boundaries by taking
small risks.

As women we are resilient. We have seen triumphs
of resilience over the past decade and even more
so in the past 18 months during the pandemic, but
I believe that we are stronger than that.
We have recognised that, as a collective, we can
do more. As we take a side step and learn from
history rather than living through it we can create
greater impact.

Let me clarify one thing, risks to me are about
looking for possibilities, looking at what has failed
and considering what I can take away to try again
with a new lens and to listen to others who sit in
their place of genius.

What Can We Add To Our Toolbox
And Share With One Another So
We Can Strengthen?

With this intention, I also believe that when people
seek out help and dare to ask, it is my obligation
to serve. Knowledge to me is only of value when
shared so if someone seeks me out for support,
my intention is to share what I know and see them
succeed in what they aim to achieve.

Reflection provides us with a unique opportunity,
to truly identify what has worked so that we may
learn from it and not just to repeat it.
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If we ask ourselves “what have I been able to adapt, learn from and then use to become
stronger?”, we will then take an extra step to elevate the outcome.
When we look at successful people in history, there is one key pattern that can be drawn on.
Whether it be a battle, an individual or a corporation, they have all followed a similar path to
reach success.
They have failed, reflected on key learnings and identified what they could do differently to
strengthen from what they have experienced.
Whilst this may not always appear to be an easy step, it is one thing that I know we can do as
women because success to us is about showing others how.
Don’t stay in a holding pattern of survival, take an extra step in the process and then enhance
that by bringing others on the journey with you, collaborate, and create robust discussions,
asking questions such as “what else?” increase your vision of strengthening so that you reach
success.

RESILIENCE VS ANTIFRAGILITY
Whilst others pursue the path to be more resilient, consider what you have just learnt and
decide on your future.
The steps to develop this enhanced skill means that you will not just have a different path
forward, but you will also have identified opportunities of growth personally and in business.
Antifragility is not new, it is just that very few know about it, very few practice it and very few are
able, willing, and prepared to change.
As a business strategist and advisor with three decades of lived experience in Finance and
business, I now understand that we need to know more and to be more. My journey of
strengthening began when I decided that learning needed to form part of life, so I also became
a qualified Counsellor whilst staying in finance, and recently also became certified to train in
the 4 stages of psychological safety. But my learnings don’t stop here. I learn through feedback
of my peers, my staff, my elders, and from our future generation so I continue my pursuit of
learning.
For me ultimate success as a female occurs as we pay things forward and show others how.
I now encourage each of you to join me on my journey of elevating woman across the globe.
This is how we will Raise the Baseline across the Globe. As women we unite to lift those around
us and I for one feel privileged to share a path forward with amazing humans that look to
elevate vibrations and create a ripple effect.
I succeed when you succeed.

Cathy Dimarchos
Global People and Business Advisor - Strategist.
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ADVENT JETS

Introduction to Advent Jets
ADVENT means "Arrival of Mobility". We are a private jet company
with a unique twist among competitors: We also create the world's
most elite experiences for any clients. We offer luxury from
Door-To-Destination.
We focus on creating experiences that are unique, custom, and
focused on the customer.
If you can dream it, we can do it.
If we currently don’t have an option within our portfolio, we go out
and source unique experiences to fulﬁll requests.
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When you
are with us…
You are
family

Leadership Team

Scott Buss
CEO
scott@adventjets.com
920-277-3480

Apryl Syed
Chief Strategy Officer
Apryl@adventjets.com
916-206-4776

Greg Went
VP Marketing

Advent Jets Offering
WE COVER THE WORLD

DOOR-TO-DESTINATION

UNIQUE FINDS AND SALES

We have what you need where
you need it. Limos, helicopters,
mansions, exotic cars, exotic
places, and almost anything
you can dream up. We have
global relationships which allow
us to deliver any experience anywhere!

From the moment you leave
your house we have you
covered. We include limo
services, private jet services,
catered travel on the plane, and
we can even make sure your
ﬂight has special touches
simply by requesting them. Let
us pamper you on the ground
and in the air.

Because of our relationships we
often gain access to unique
pieces of art, jewelry, high-end
luxury brands, up and coming
brands and more. Because of
this, we can create partnerships
and unique experiences for our
customers.
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Examples
Experiences
●

Concert VIP meet and greets

●

Nascar, Indy and Formula 1 luxury experiences

●

Kentucky Derby and horse racing excursions

●

NHL, NFL, BBA, MLB and PGA VIP packages

●

Fashion focused experiences around the world

●

Unique tasting experiences

Travel
●

Private jets in all sizes and ranges

●

Helicopters

●

Private island and villas

●

Exotic car rentals

●

Air cargo

●

Air ambulance travel

Examples (cont.)
Unique Purchases
●

Aircraft purchases and operation set-up

●

Homes

●

Unique jewelry

●

Art sales

●

Commercial property

Events
●

Unique private events
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Plane Purchase Program
Trends
●
●
●
●

Chartered ﬂights have seen a ~125% increase in bookings in
2021.
First time private ﬂiers have increased by 300%
2.15M private ﬂights in the US in 2020. There is expected to
be close to 3M by the end of 2021
The private jet market is expected to increase by 50%
between 2020-2030.

COVID-19 Effect
The private ﬂight industry showed great resilience
in the face of government restrictions and public
uncertainty to travel. With a downturn in April
2020 the industry rebound to near pre-COVID
levels in only 3 months.
The spread of germs and avoidance of crowds has
propelled private airfare. In 2019 93% of people
who could afford to ﬂy private did not choose to
but those numbers continue to change in 2021
and beyond.

Projected North American business jet market growth

Average
Monthly
Revenue
Estimated
Between
17-38K
per Month

Commercial vs. Business ﬂights - 2020

InnerCircle™ Memberships - LuxCircle (Family)
●

Short notice bookings 24 hours

●

Authorized lead passengers

●

Dedicated account manager 24/7

●

No hourly commitment

●

Discounted rentals and concierge services

●

Discounts and complimentary upgrades at all Hyatt and
Belmond hotels

●

Complimentary catering at $50 per ﬂight, $500 annual limit

●

Executive golf, entertainment and haute couture experiences.

TM

Monthly: $1,750
Quarterly: $4,500
Annually: $15,000
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InnerCircle™ Memberships - LuxConnect (Corporate)
All of the benefits and features from our Lux Circle Membership +

●

Access to brand hospitality events

●

Access to small private non-advertised concerts

TM

and events
●

Introductions to key individuals to assist your
business

●

Access to closed door events and private
meetings that expose you to potential
partnerships and customers

Monthly: $2,500
Quarterly: $6,250
Annually: $25,000
With client payment information, travel documents and passenger details in their proﬁle,
booking is easier and faster than anywhere else.
CLIENT

CLIENT

Instantly invite passengers
to create proﬁles on the
platform

SMS Trip Updates

CLIENT

Instant and secure
payments
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CLIENT

Complete client portal
for a seamless client &
passenger experience

I AM WOMAN

www.herringtonpublications.com
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MISS-U-GRAM

Add sub headin

MISS-U-GRAM.COM
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EVERYBODY WANTS TO BE REMEMBERED

MISS-U-GRAM
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